
Case Study
Barcelona, Spain - Codinix Streamlines
Hospitality Data Flow with ACCEDATA-Dynamics
365 Integration

Overview:
The hospitality industry, a sector committed to providing exceptional guest experiences, relies heavily on
efficient operational processes. With a focus on style, comfort, and unique design, establishments aim to
surpass traditional standards to create memorable stays for their patrons.

Solution Provided by Codinix:
Codinix devised a tailored integration solution aligned with the specific needs of the hospitality industry,
drawing upon its expertise in system integration and automation. The solution encompassed the following
pivotal elements:

Codinix's Role in Integration:

1. Custom Integration Strategy:

Collaborating closely with industry stakeholders, Codinix formulated a bespoke integration strategy
tailored to the distinct requirements and operational workflows of hospitality establishments.
Leveraging profound proficiency in integration technologies, Codinix designed a seamless integration
solution to facilitate smooth data flow between ACCEDATA and Business Central.

2. Technical Implementation:

Codinix's seasoned team of developers and integration specialists executed the technical implementation
of the integration solution with precision.
Harnessing advanced integration tools and methodologies, Codinix ensured the efficient transfer of trade
transaction data from ACCEDATA to Business Central.

3. Integration Architecture Design:

Conducting a meticulous analysis of existing systems and operational processes within the hospitality
industry, Codinix devised an integration architecture meticulously crafted to seamlessly connect
ACCEDATA with Business Central.
The architecture prioritized data integrity, security, and scalability, facilitating seamless data exchange
between the two systems.

https://codinix.com/


4. Automated Data Export from ACCEDATA:

Codinix implemented automated data export functionality within ACCEDATA, enabling the extraction and
export of trade records into a predefined CSV format.
This automated process ensured the accurate and consistent capture of trade transaction data, ready for
import into Business Central.

5. Custom Import Functionality in Business Central:

Codinix developed a bespoke import functionality within Business Central, enabling users to effortlessly
import exported trade records from ACCEDATA into the system.
The import functionality incorporated validation and processing mechanisms to ensure the integrity and
completeness of imported data before integration into Business Central.

6. Automated Approval Workflow:

Codinix integrated an automated approval workflow within Business Central, empowering users to initiate
the approval process for trade transactions directly within the system.
This workflow streamlined the approval process, automatically routing trade transactions to designated
approvers based on predefined rules, thereby reducing delays and enhancing efficiency.

7. Seamless Accounting Impact:

Codinix ensured seamless integration between ACCEDATA and Business Central, enabling approved trade
transactions to be automatically posted in the system.
This integration facilitated real-time updates of accounting entries, furnishing establishments with
accurate and up-to-date financial information.

Results and Benefits:

Increased Efficiency: Codinix's integration solution substantially enhanced the efficiency of trade
transaction processing within the hospitality industry by automating manual tasks and reducing
processing times.
Enhanced Accuracy: The automated data export and import functionalities implemented by Codinix
ensured the accuracy and integrity of trade transaction data, mitigating the risk of errors and
discrepancies.
Streamlined Approval Process: The automated approval workflow streamlined the approval process for
trade transactions within the hospitality industry, minimizing bottlenecks and improving decision-making
efficiency.
Real-time Financial Insights: The seamless integration between ACCEDATA and Business Central provided
establishments with real-time visibility into their financial operations, empowering better-informed
decision-making and strategic planning.

In summary, Codinix's integration solution enabled establishments within the hospitality industry to
surmount their trade transaction processing challenges, driving operational efficiency, and enhancing
business performance. Leveraging Codinix's expertise and tailored solution, these establishments optimized
their processes, improved accuracy, and achieved greater success in the competitive marketplace.
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